From an evolutionary perspective, facial expressions would serve adaptive functions that promote genetic fitness. While many ideas have been proposed, 1 the specific adaptive functions of expressing emotion on the face have largely remained untested since Darwin proposed a set of expressive functional principles over 130 years ago. 2 Recently, we showed that expressions of fear and disgust alter the biomechanical properties of the face, such that fear increases while disgust decreases sensory exposure. 3 Additional vector flow analyses presented here reveal that anger and surprise expressions may similarly be shaped by sensory contraction and expansion action tendencies. An examination of the temporal dynamics of sensory modulation may reveal a general principle shaping expressive form rather than a specific adaptation shaping fear and disgust. Furthermore, if sensory modulation is a general principle, this function should be present across species rather than only in humans. Although facial morphology differs across species, detailed examination of sensory intake in different species may reveal the origins of facial expressions inherited by humans.
Facial Expression Form and Function
While facial expressions convey highly recognizable emotional signals, 4 their specific forms may have originated not for communication, but as functional adaptations of more direct benefit to the expresser. [5] [6] [7] The idea that expressions are evolutionary adaptations has a long history originating in the work of Charles Darwin, 2 but until recently no studies have conducted a direct test of the adaptive value of displaying a particular expression configuration. Our research demonstrated that fear and disgust expressions alter the sensory organs on the face to increase versus decrease sensory exposure to the environment. 3 The increase in exposure measured while posing fear expressions is consistent with the proposed role of fear in promoting sensory vigilance during an emotional episode where it may be important to detect and elude threats. 8, 9 Likewise, the decrease in exposure of the sensory surfaces measured while posing disgust expressions is consistent with sensory rejection of potential contaminants. 10, 11 However, the role of sensory regulation in shaping emotional expressions is likely not limited to fear and disgust expressions but instead may represent a general principle shaping the physical appearance of a range of different commonly recognized expressions in humans as well as in other animals. Previously we focused on facial action patterns characterizing fear and disgust, revealing opposing action tendencies shaping the appearance of these expressions. 3 We conducted additional vector flow analyses using the same appearance model 3 that indicate these underlying action patterns contribute to other commonly recognized facial expressions (Fig. 1) . While the compressing vector flow pattern appears more holistic for disgust (Fig. 1A ) than for anger (Fig. 1B) , anger shares the brow lowering flow component with disgust. Moreover, the anger vector flow pattern highlights a lip pressing action that causes the lower jaw to rise and the mouth to shut, suggesting sensory closure. Like the fear expression (Fig. 1C) , surprise reveals an expanding vector flow pattern, resulting in raised eyebrows, an elongated nasal passage, and an open mouth (Fig. 1D) . In addition to shaping static facial displays of commonly recognized emotions in humans, we further suggest that sensory regulating components may underlie the temporal dynamics of expressions as well as the continuity of these facial actions across species.
Temporal Dynamics and an Underlying Sensory Dimension Shaping Expressive Form
We have focused solely on static configurations without examining the role of dynamics. Sensory regulation may be even more evident in the temporal dynamics of spontaneous facial expression sequences. For instance, slow-motion video of a typical startle response in humans following a loud noise reveals an initial protective posture resembling wincing in which the eyes close and the muscles around the eyes tighten. 12, 13 This sensory protective facial configuration is often followed by a wide-eyed posture resembling surprise or fear. 14 One explanation for this patterned response to an intense and unexpected environmental change is that it is foremost important to protect the sensory organs from harm and secondarily important to locate the source of the unseen startling event. Thus, the startle pattern involves both aspects of sensory regulation that may have been the precursors of prototypical of fear and disgust expressions and that have come to signal more complex emotional states.
Article Addendum

Facial expression form and function
Continuity Across Species in Facial Expression Form and Function
Homologues to the human facial startle response are present in non-human primates 15 indicating that sensory regulating facial action tendencies are not unique to humans. Significant continuity of facial actions across species would be strong evidence for the origin of facial expression form in adaptive sensory function. A source of evidence for the continuity of the sensory expanding tendency of fear facial expressions comes from a study examining bovine eye whites. The authors found that a high percentage of eye whites indicated frustration and fear, which were postulated to enhance sensory vigilance. 16 Documenting cross-species correlates of facial expressions is difficult due to the varied morphology of the face. However, the recent development of methods for facial action coding in chimpanzees allow for cross-species comparisons. 17 Although the outward appearance of the face differs, chimpanzees have many of the same facial muscles as humans and can exhibit fine control over the mimetic musculature of their faces. 18 The varied expressive repertoire of chimpanzees includes brow raising/lowering and upper lip raising, 17 suggesting that their facial actions may serve to regulate sensory intake. Future field research examining the cross-species effects of facial actions on sensory regulation would thus be a promising avenue to extend our understanding of the evolutionary origins of facial expressions, perhaps revealing that expressive tendencies are largely rooted in the need to actively sample and respond to events in an uncertain world. 
